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växer också samhällets och företagens behov av att förstå vad innovation är.
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att skriva uppsatser om innovation, kommersialisering och nyttiggörande. I denna skrift
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Tävlingsåret 2011/2012 deltog 69 uppsatser i Nytt&Nyttigt. Huvuddelen av landets
universitet och högskolor har representerats med deltagande studenter. Författarna till de
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Juryn vill uppmärksamma att 2:a‐prisuppsatsen är framlagd på kandidatnivå. För tävlingsåret
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höjdes därmed till 12 500 per uppsats för dess skribenter att dela på. Resestipendierna kan
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alternativt till deltagande i seminarier eller andra aktiviteter som bidrar till att höja
kompetensen hos stipendiaterna.
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1:a pris

Mobility and productivity among Swedish inventors – a cause for causality?
Författare: Lina Ahlin

I denna mycket ambitiöst konstruerade vetenskapliga studie undersöks samband mellan
rörlighet och produktivitet hos svenska uppfinnare. Detta med hjälp av en väl genomförd
metodövning, snygg hypotesgenerering samt ekonometri enligt läroboken.
Med utgångspunkt i en insiktsfull mikrobaserad undersökning med relevant
samhällsvetenskaplig metod ger författaren på ett välskrivet sätt fler infallsvinklar till
mobilitet och produktivitet.
Författaren har en tydlig och inspirerande problemställning och angriper på ett intressant vis
förhållandet mellan produktivitet och rörlighet i ett större sammanhang.
Uppsatsen håller mycket hög kvalité och skulle, med viss bearbetning, kunna platsa i en
vetenskaplig tidskrift. Detta är en utmärkt uppsats som innebär ett viktigt inlägg i den
allmänna debatten om hur förutsättningar kan skapas för att nyttiggöra innovation.
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Innovativa vandringsupplevelser
Författare: Malin Hollström & Elin Janum

Tjänsteföretag blir allt viktigare för tillväxten, och vi behöver mer kunskap om dem.
Tjänsteinnovation och dess konsekvenser är en angelägen fråga som behandlas förtjänstfullt
i uppsatsen. Med exempel från upplevelseindustrin undersöker författarna hur en
översättningsprocess kan användas för att tematisera en vandringsled samt hur storytelling
kan förstärka temat. Studien har genomförts på uppdrag av LRF (Lantbrukarnas riksförbund).
Med utgångspunkt i den planerade Bondeleden samt upplevelseproduktionens bidrag till
innovation, ger författarna tydliga beskrivningar av den komplexa innovationsprocessen i
praktiken. Dessutom har en uppdaterad metod för kommersiell ledutveckling tagits fram.
Sammantaget är detta en väl genomförd uppsats som har stor praktisk relevans och som rör
ett mycket aktuellt och viktigt område. Uppsatsen är innovativ i sig med metodutveckling i
kommersialisering av naturupplevelser och en bred konceptuell tillämpning. Författarna
anknyter väl till tävlingens tema – innovation och nyttiggörande – samt till hur innovation
kan bidra till ett hållbart samhälle.

3:e pris

A Sweet Tooth for Innovation – A Case Study of Upstream Collaboration at Leaf
Författare: Lina Bengtsson & Anna Walberg

Uppsatsen belyser en tidig del av innovationsprocessen, även benämnd ”front end of
innovation” och i vilken mån den kan påverka produktutvecklingen. Författarna ger en ökad
förståelse för fenomenet när faktorer, relationer och processer som är viktiga för tillkomst,
utveckling och strukturering av innovativa miljöer utnyttjas väl.
Genom en fallstudie i företaget Leaf ges ett väl utvecklat ramverk och en spänstig analys för
hur företag kan organiseras. Med särskilt fokus på innovationsprocessens tidiga skeden samt
hur de kan främjas och tillföras värde genom samarbeten med leverantörer, är uppsatsen en
gedigen redovisning av hur den inre och yttre miljön påverkar hur företag fångar kunskap.
Med tydligt resultat belyses beståndsdelarna i ett ”uppströmssamarbete” som syftar till att
utveckla nya och framgångsrika innovationer. Författarna uppvisar en god förmåga att
problematisera och genomföra en systematisk analys när de hanterar kopplingen mellan
teori och empiri på ett förtjänstfullt sätt.
3:e pris

Need for Speed – Exploring Swedish High‐Tech Subsidiaries' Innovation Process
in China
Författare: Erik Andersson & Fredrik Thimell

Många svenska företag har samarbeten med kinesiska företag. Kina har upplevt en
ekonomisk tillväxt i många år och den kinesiska marknaden är olik den svenska. Därmed ökar
behovet av att förstå skillnader i innovationsprocesser i länderna.
Med exempel från svenska dotterbolag i högteknologisk industri ges i denna uppsats en
gedigen sammanställning över hur företag uppfattar dessa skillnader.
Uppsatsen ger en stark empirisk redovisning och tydliga beskrivningar av processer för
teknisk innovation i ett ämne som påverkar oss. Uppsatsen behandlar förutsättningar för
innovation genom en spännande jämförelse mellan de två länderna, den har en intressant
ansats och håller mycket hög nivå i praktisk relevans.
Författarna har åstadkommit en välstrukturerad och grundlig analys. De behandlar ett
aktuellt ämne varför denna uppsats är angelägen som underlag i utvecklingen av sådana
samarbetsstrategier.
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Mobility and productivity among Swedish inventors ‐ a cause for causality?
Författare: Lina Ahlin
1. Introduction
The literature on knowledge spillovers and its relevance for innovation is not new, as already
Arrow (1962) addressed the topic in his book chapter Economic Welfare and the Allocation of
Resources for Invention. Already Arrow posited that skilled workers’ mobility could help to spread
knowledge and ideas across firms (1962). This has been the topic of several recent studies that
have hypothesized that knowledge spillovers occurring through the mobility of workers between
firms are important for innovation and thus, by extension, economic growth. Therefore, the
economic effect of labour mobility among highly skilled personnel is potentially vast for the
economy and has caused many researchers in different fields to model and empirically test how
knowledge spillovers through labour mobility occur across space, across firms and across networks.
The question of how inventors pertain to the invention process is not new, as evidenced by Jacob
Schmookler, considered the first economist to successfully study inventors in the economics of
technological innovation, who already in 1957 asked ”[w]ho engages in an inventive activity, why,
when and how?” (1957, p. 321).
So what presumably affects inventive performance? A number of scholars within recent years have
shown that mobility between jobs has an impact on inventors’ productivity in terms of patents
(Hoisl 2007, 2009, Lenzi 2008 among others), whereas other studies (Boschma et al. 2009, Song et
al. 2003 for instance) show that inventors who move between sectors in the same three‐digit SIC‐
codes (i.e. related variety) are conducive for knowledge transfer which leads to learning‐by‐hiring
and more innovation in the target firms. Other researchers have focused on inventors’ background
characteristic, for instance Väänänen (2010) who investigated the role of educational
background and productivity. Thus, there are many aspects that may affect how knowledge
spillovers occur in society.
The aim of this thesis is to try to provide some clues into how inventors and their mobility across
firms may relate to their productivity. Thus background characteristics of Swedish inventors will be
utilized in order to establish a link between inventor mobility and productivity. In comparison to the
above‐mentioned studies (Väänänen, 2010, being an exception), register‐based data will be utilized
rather than survey data or data collected from other sources, such as curriculum vitaes. This
provides a unique outlook on the inventors as the data can be seen to be more objective and is
available for all the identified inventors, which mitigates both the self‐selection problem that occurs
with survey data as well as the problem of having too few observations. Instead, it becomes a
problem of identifying the inventors.
The research questions addressed in this thesis are: Who are the inventors and how does their
mobility affect their productivity (and vice versa)? The former question relates to inventors’
background characteristics and will be mainly investigated through descriptive statistics, whereas
the latter question will be answered through regression analysis by making use of the inventor
characteristics as well as factors pertaining to the firms they are affiliated with and the sectors they
are active in.
2. Labour mobility as a mechanism for knowledge spillovers
Several studies in recent years have looked at labour mobility as a knowledge spillover mechanism.
The logic this stems from is that if knowledge is both tacit and scarce (i.e. excludable), there is an
obstruction for knowledge to flow freely between inventors and scientists, and the inventors thus
become resources in themselves (Zucker et al. 2002). The reason for this is that individuals bring

with them a portfolio of skills and knowledge that they have acquired throughout their working
careers and which can be communicated to others. Mobility may therefore affect inventor
productivity through exposure to new environments, a better match quality between employers and
employees which could increase the inventor’s productivity and through communication of
knowledge between the inventor and his/her new colleagues (Hoisl 2007). Some evidence suggests
that externalities associated with labour mobility are to some part internalized in the labour market
through lower wages initially in the careers of R&D technical staff (Møen 2005). Spillovers can
therefore be seen as both a result of mobility, and as an incentive for mobility (Schankerman et al.
2006).
In a survey of R&D managers, Levin et al. (1987) find that firms use poaching of skilled personnel as
an effective way of learning from other firms. Similar results are found through patent citations by
Singh and Agrawal (2010), although their findings suggest that a large part of the effect is
associated with the newly recruited inventor’s use of his/her own prior inventions rather than
organizational learning. Nevertheless, their results suggest that the effect is persistent over time.
A strand of literature has emerged around the characteristics of inventors, firms and sectors in order
to see how inventor mobility across firms affects inventors’ productivity. Hoisl (2007) uses survey
data on German inventors to test if there is an endogenous relationship between mobility and
productivity. Using instrumental variable‐techniques she finds that mobile inventors are more
productive than immobile inventors, but also that an increase in productivity reduces the
likelihood of a move. Consequently, there should be an endogenous relationship between mobility
and productivity with causality in both directions. Hoisl (2009) also finds that mobility may affect
high and low productivity inventors differently using jointly estimated quantile regressions;
inventors in the upper part of the inventive performance distribution benefit from changing jobs
to a larger extent than those in the lower part. She further finds that inventors who are poorly
matched to their employers tend to move to increase their inventive performance, thus giving
some support to the job matching hypothesis where a good employee‐employer match enhances
individual productivity (for more evidence regarding this in relation to mobility see Topel & Ward
1992 and Nakajima et al. 2010).
By tracking the mobility of inventors through the firms or addresses on the patent applications such
as Hoisl (2007) does, there is a possibility of not observing each job move which may have
contributed to the patent application since the inventor did not formally apply for a patent at these
firms. This could introduce a bias in the mobility‐productivity framework since mobility and hence
knowledge spillovers may be underestimated (Lenzi 2008). At the same time mobility could be
overstated through patent applications if applicants work at one firm but are contracted to do
research for another. To circumvent this problem, Lenzi (2008) extends the mobility data obtained
from patent applications through curriculum vitaes from 106 Italian inventors in the pharmaceutical
industry and compares these. Through Poisson regressions, she finds a positive causal relationship
from productivity (measured as patent citations) to job mobility (i.e. mobility obtained from
curriculum vitaes), whereas the relationship is bi‐directional for productivity and technology
mobility (i.e. mobility obtained from patent applications). Thus, there could be reason to believe
that only using patent applications may not provide the whole picture of the relationship between
mobility and productivity. Her results are consistent with Hoisl’s in that mobility seems to be a
mechanism which improves the matching between inventors and employers which increases
productivity. Drawbacks of the above studies on mobility and productivity are that Hoisl (2007,
2009) only uses those inventors with at least two patent applications, which could bias results if
most inventors only have one patent. Using survey data also implies that there are potentially self‐
selection effects among inventors. Lenzi (2008), on the other hand, has a very small sample (106
inventors) in one sector which makes it difficult to draw general conclusions from due to its small
size and the possible self‐selection problem. Neither of these mentioned drawbacks poses a
problem with the data used in this thesis.

Inventor or firm characteristics may also affect inventive performance and mobility. Personal
characteristics such as age, (Crespi et al. 2007, Giuri & Mariani 2007), tenure (Crespi et al., 2007,
Palomeras & Melero 2010), level of education (Kim et al. 2004), but also firm characteristics
such as working in teams (Schankerman et al. 2006), firm size (Kim et al. 2004) may affect either or
both of these to some extent. Inter‐firm mobility of inventors may also have unintended effects
such as increased patenting by the departure firms since these may want to appropriate as much of
the return to their innovations, which thus somehow limits the knowledge spillovers which can
occur between firms (Kim & Marschke 2005, Schankerman et al. 2006).
3. Data and methodology
The primary data used in the thesis is obtained from a dataset compiled by Olof Ejermo at CIRCLE
for the Swedish Agency for Growth Policy Analysis (2011). The original sample frame consists of
information on 51 841 EPO patent applications which included at least one inventor with a Swedish
address between the years 1978‐2009. The data contain a personal identification number for each
unique inventor, the patent application number, the year the patent was applied for as well as
information on the number of co‐inventors who applied for the patent. This information has then
been depersonalized and added to the databases of Statistics Sweden so that it is not possible to
see the identity of the inventor. The data is supplemented by longitudinal micro‐level data from
Statistics Sweden which adds background statistics for each inventor, for instance which firms each
inventor has been affiliated with over time, which other inventors he/she has collaborated
with and the educational background of each inventor. Due to limitations in the availability and
reliability of the inventor data only inventors with patents in 2004 and 2005 will be used in the
analysis, but these will be followed from 2001 in order to trace their mobility and earlier patenting
activities. The sample thus consists of 3329 inventors.
The “common” inventor is male, about 45 years old, with a university education in engineering. 55
% of inventors work in a large city region. The mean number of patent applications per inventor is
2.84. Of the inventors in the sample, 30 % have changed jobs at least once, with some inventors
having changed jobs each year. The mean age of the inventor at the time of the first patent is 45
years, with a span of 24 to 69 years. 7.6 percent of the inventors in the sample are female. The
educational level of the inventors is high, 24% have some PhD‐level of education in 2005, whereas
42% have a longer university education and 17% a shorter. Only 9 % have high school as their
highest level of education. This confirms the view that inventors are well‐ educated.
In order to see whether mobility affects productivity and vice versa, a method which is able to
handle the potentially endogenous relationship between mobility and productivity is needed.
Therefore it is pertinent to use a methodology involving instrumental variables where it is possible
to test for this. The parameters of interest will be estimated using Poisson regression models
applied to count data due to the nature of the data which involves both the number of moves and
the number of patent applications. As such, all specifications are run using instrumental variable
Poisson and negative binomial regressions models. Tests for overidentification and exogeneity has
been run for each of the specifications and heteroskedasticity‐robust standard errors have been
used throughout to correct for heteroskedasticity in the error terms.
4. Results
The results from the aforementioned regressions can be divided up into two different types of
results; with or without instrumental variables techniques.
Investigating what affects mobility without assuming a bi‐directional causal link, it is clear that age
has as expected a significant negative effect. Those with PhD‐education and with longer university
education are found to be more mobile with quite similar significant coefficients. This suggests that

there may be a signaling effect of higher education for inventors compared to those with doctoral
degrees in the population at large. It may also be the case that very specialized knowledge may be
advantageous in some sectors and within certain firms which makes poaching employees from
other firms profitable. Having a shorter university education has no significant effect on mobility. In
addition, the gender of the inventor does not seem to affect mobility either. The size of the firm has
a negative effect on mobility with the largest negative effect being for medium‐sized firms (i.e. those
with 101‐5000 employees) compared to the base‐level of 1‐10 employees. Having an education in
medicine, mechanical engineering, biochemistry and vehicle‐ and spacecraft engineering has a
negative effect on mobility, whereas an education in electronics, computers and automation has a
positive effect on mobility. This may be due to that some sectors in Sweden may be bigger and more
R&D‐intensive than others and thus have a larger need for highly skilled labour which also indicates
that there may be larger labour markets for inventors within certain fields of education. Perhaps
surprisingly, initial wage levels have a significant positive, albeit quite small effect on mobility. This
could also indicate that higher wages signal productivity which could attract potential employers. It is
also found that the number of patents has a negative, significant effect on mobility, i.e. those who
move tend to have fewer patents than those who stay which is consistent with Hoisl’s results. This is
evident both for the binary and count variable. This is perhaps somewhat surprising, but gives some
support to the job matching hypothesis.
For productivity, the age of the inventor does not seem to have an effect which could also be due to
that only five years are used as a basis for the analysis and could potentially change if more years
would be used. Having some PhD‐level of education has a positive effect on productivity, whereas a
long university education has a significant, but smaller effect on productivity. Having a short
university education has no significant effect. The gender of the inventor does not seem to have an
effect on productivity which is contrary to what was expected. Working in a large firm also has a
positive significant effect on productivity, but it is only significant on the 10% level when using the
negative binomial model. Inventors with an education in medicine are found to be less productive,
whereas having an education in electronics, computers and automation or in energy and
electronics‐engineering has a positive effect on productivity. This could also be related to sector
effects. Having a high wage initially also has a significant effect on the number of patents. If wages
are considered efficiency wages then this may not be so surprising. It could also reflect that the
inventors also have had patents before and thus have raised their wage levels. Nevertheless,
there seems to be a strong relationship between wages and productivity for inventors.
Using instrumental variables, the results differ slightly. Productivity has a quite large negative
significant effect (albeit on the 10%‐ level) on mobility suggesting that the least productive inventors
switch jobs. The results for the other variables indicate that the older the inventor is at the time of
the first patent (during the period studied), the less likely he or she is to change jobs. The results in
relation to education vary. Using some regression techniques, inventors with a PhD‐level of
education and university education are significantly more likely to change jobs than those with less
education, whereas in others only those with longer university education are more likely to change
jobs. Working in a firm larger than the base level (1‐10 employees) also has a negative significant
effect on mobility, with the largest effect being for inventors working in medium‐sized firms. Gender
is insignificant across all specifications. Having studied medicine, mechanical engineering,
chemistry, vehicle‐ and spacecraft‐engineering or chemistry and biotechnology has a significant
negative effect on mobility, whereas studies in electronics, computers and automation has a
positive effect on mobility. The initial wage level also has a positive effect. With regards to the
coefficient sizes of the variables, both productivity and firm size seem to be the primary
determinants of mobility with quite large negative effects. Nevertheless, statistical tests of
exogeneity are not conclusive so the relationship from productivity to mobility is only weakly
supported. Therefore, it is only possible to conclude that the instruments are weak and that these
results should be interpreted with caution. In conclusion, it is difficult to prove that there is a causal

link running from productivity to mobility. However, there may still be a causal link running from
mobility to productivity.
Estimating regressions in the opposite direction, it is found that mobility has a negative effect on
productivity, although this is either significant or insignificant depending on what method is used
(two out of three are negative and give significant results). The age of the inventor at the time of the
patent has a significant, slightly negative effect on productivity. Having some PhD‐level of education
has a strong positive effect on productivity, whereas a long university education has a positive,
albeit smaller, effect on productivity which is significant on the 5‐ or 10%‐level in all specifications.
Thus, education seems to affect productivity. Gender is not found to affect productivity here either.
Firm size has a negative, albeit insignificant effect on productivity in two specifications, whereas it is
significant for small and medium firms on the 10%‐level in one specification. This suggests that
working in firms larger than the base level does not significantly affect productivity. Having
studied medicine, vehicle‐ and spacecraft engineering and chemistry has a negative effect on
productivity, whereas an education in electronics, computers and automation or in energy and
electronics‐engineering has a positive effect on productivity in all the specifications. The wage
level in 2001 also seems to have a positive effect on productivity. Statistical tests show that the
variables are indeed endogenous and that the instruments are valid although they may be
somewhat weak. Nevertheless, there is potentially a causal link running from mobility to
productivity, but this is negative rather than positive as previously posited.
5. Discussion and conclusion:
In this thesis the characteristics of Swedish inventors and the relationship between their mobility
and productivity has been studied using Poisson and negative binomial models extended to
instrumental variables to allow for an endogenous relationship between the variables.
It was hypothesized that mobility should have a positive effect on productivity due to knowledge
spillovers between employees. At the same time, productivity could have a positive effect on
mobility since other firms may observe a productive inventor in another firm and try to hire him or
her away to benefit from a knowledge transfer. Thus, it was expected that mobility should cause
productivity, which should lead to more mobility and so on. As mentioned in the literature review,
Hoisl (2007) found a positive causal relationship between mobility and productivity, but a negative
relationship between productivity and mobility.
Higher education was found to have an effect on both mobility and productivity. This
indicates that education may be both a signal for high productivity which potential
competitors can pick up on and try to hire away the inventor. At the same time, education may also
facilitate in creating ideas which then could become inventions and lead to higher productivity.
Thus higher education is important for innovation and could potentially give some further proof that
human capital is important for knowledge spillovers and why an aggregate measure is incorporated
into many models of economic growth. The significance of some of the field of education‐variables
could be due to that some sectors may be more productive than others (or use patenting as an
appropriation mechanism to a larger extent) and thus inventors with certain, more sector‐specific
human capital may then be seen to be more productive than others. It is also possible that these
inventors work in firms which are technological leaders and thus may be less inclined to move.
Encouraging young people to study within technological fields could then prove important for
innovation and could be a goal for policy makers.
The insignificance and negative coefficients of firm size in the productivity equation is somewhat
odd as it was expected that inventors working for large firms should be more productive than those
inventors working in smaller firms. According to Schumpeterian theory, large firms may follow

predetermined technological trajectories more than smaller firms and may therefore be a bit slower
at adopting path‐breaking technologies. Nevertheless, it could also be an effect of that the smallest
firms may patent their innovations to a larger extent to appropriate the returns to their inventions
which may thus cause the inventors affiliated with these firms to seem more productive. Other
reasons could be that firm size may be collinear with some other variables such as field of education
if in certain sectors which use a specific sort of human capital; firms tend to be of a certain size.
Nevertheless, this is only speculative. At the same time, firm size seems to have a negative effect on
mobility which was expected. This could indicate the presence of internal labour markets or
financial rewards for productivity. Somewhat surprisingly, gender was insignificant in both the
productivity and mobility estimations. A potential reason for this result is that the number of
women in the sample is very small and as such the estimates can be imprecise. Other reasons could
be that female inventors are neither less productive nor less mobile than men.
As mentioned earlier, the results Hoisl found do not correspond to the results found in this thesis.
Somewhat surprisingly there seems to be a negative‐negative relationship between the two
although the results are somewhat uncertain due to problems with weak instruments. Because
exogeneity was only rejected on the 10%‐level when testing the causal link between productivity
and mobility indicates that the causal link runs from mobility to productivity, but perhaps not from
productivity to mobility. This result is perhaps not surprising as firms may compensate or
reward productive employees so as to keep them in the firm and may overbid any offer from
competitors to retain their employee. Labour regulations or fringe benefits may also make it more
attractive for inventors to stay in the firm rather than to start up spin‐offs or to join other firms after
an invention. Thus, the conflicting results with Hoisl’s study could indicate that there are some
intrinsic differences between the labour markets in the two countries which could cause the results
to differ.
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Bakgrund
Vår studie har genomförts på uppdrag av LRF (Lantbrukarnas Riksförbund) och har gått ut på att
studera hur upplevelseproduktion skulle kunna bidra till Bondeleden, en vandringsled som planeras
gå genom Piteås landsbygd. Enligt Svensk Turism (2012) har besöksnäringen ökat kraftigt de senaste
åren och LRF (2009) menar att landsbygdsturism är den snabbast växande sektorn inom turism.
Vidare menar LRF (2012) att det finns en ökad efterfrågan på vandringturism där nya kundgrupper
som vill konsumera producerade upplevelser i naturen har kommit till. Förändringen som LRF märkt
av kan bero på att vi nu är inne i det som kallas för upplevelsesamhället.
Samhället har utvecklats från att kunder köper produkter till att gäster konsumerar upplevelser. Pine
och Gilmore (1999) menar att i upplevelsesamhället har fokus skiftat från produkten till gästen och
gästen efterfrågar meningsfulla upplevelser i allt större grad. Upplevelseproduktion är ett sätt att
iscensätta dessa meningsfulla upplevelser. En vandring är en upplevelse och ledutveckling blir den
upplevelseproduktion som iscensätter vandringen för gästen.
Inom upplevelseproduktion finns de båda strategiska verktygen interpretation och storytelling.
Interpretation används inom natur‐ och kultursammanhang för att levandegöra en plats och
sammankoppla platsen med besökaren (Brochu & Merriman, 2002). Enligt Ward och Wilkinson
(2006) är interpretation en kommunikationsprocess som handlar om att översätta information från
värd/specialist till besökare/lekman. Storytelling är enligt Mossberg och Nissen Johansen (2006)
utöver ett traditionellt sätt att underhålla även ett strategiskt verktyg. De menar att storytelling som
strategiskt verktyg kan användas för att skapa helhet i en upplevelse. Verktygen interpretation och
storytelling används inte i särskilt stor utsträckning på vandringsleder i Sverige idag. Genom att
kombinera verktygen skulle vi kunna bidra till innovativa vandringsupplevelser. Det saknas i nuläget
en metod för upplevelseproduktionsbaserad ledutveckling. Utifrån detta har vi tagit fram studiens
syfte. Syftet med studien har varit att ta fram en generell metod för kommersiell ledutveckling
baserat på de upplevelseproduktionsbaserade verktygen interpretation och storytelling för att sedan
exemplifiera metoden på Bondeleden. Vi ville att metoden skulle vara generell för att vara användbar
på olika typer av vandringsleder och kommersiell eftersom en professionellt framtagen
upplevelseprodukt ska gå att ta betalt för.
Metod
Genom litteraturstudier och konceptutveckling har vi tagit fram en ny metod för ledutveckling. I vårt
fall har konceptutvecklingen inneburit att ta fram en metod för hur interpretation och storytelling
kan användas för generell och kommersiell ledutveckling. Idégenereringen har bestått av en
teorianalys där olika centrala begrepps relationer och betydelser kartlagts samt en brainstorming
kring hur olika teorier skulle kunna användas för ledutveckling. Efter idégenereringen har vi sedan
valt ut de kombinationer av teorier vi ansåg vara mest lämpade. Det tänkta konceptet har vi sedan
visualiserat i en metod bestående av tre delar och förklarat varje del med beskrivande text. Vi har
utformat formulär som hjälpmedel till de olika delarna i metoden som vi sedan använt oss av i vår
exemplifiering. Detta har medfört att vi har kunnat gå tillbaka och ändra i metoden och blanketterna
under processens gång och därmed kunnat eliminera sådant som varit otydligt. Genom
exemplifiering har vi alltså utfört en form av validering av metoden. Efter ändringarna har vi fått fram
det slutgiltiga konceptet‐ vår metod.

Figur 1 Konceptutvecklingsprocessen
(modifierad efter Lindströms Usercentered concept development, 2009)

Konceptutveckling
Metoden är utformad i tre delar och visar på 1) hur interpretation kan användas för att tematisera en
vandringsled, 2) hur storytelling kan användas för att förstärka temat och 3) hur interpretation och
storytelling kan användas för att strukturera en delsträcka. De interpretationsteorier vi använts oss
av tar upp tematisering och planering av en interpretation. En av de teorier vi har använt oss av inom
planering av en interpretation är Gross et als (2006) The Planning Triangle och den planeringsprocess
den visar på som även Ward och Wilkinson (2006) förklarar i fyra steg. Denna planeringprocess
använde vi oss av för att få en tydlig struktur som gör första delen av metoden lätt att förstå. Vi
tyckte också att det var viktigt att ha den som grund då planeringsprocessen är ett naturligt första
steg. Den visar precis som många teorier inom upplevelseproduktion att det är syftet och målet med
produktionen producenten bör utgå från. Vi har sedan applicerat tematiseringsteorier för att lyfta
fram tematiseringen ytterligare och visa hur tematiseringen kan byggas upp. Tematiseringsteorierna
handlar om hur ett tema kan ligga på olika nivåer där primärtema är det centrala budskapet (NAI,
2009) och hur underteman anknyter till det primära temat (Broschu & Merriman, 2002; Gross et al,
2006; NAI, 2009).

Figur 2 Tema på tre nivåer (egen modell utifrån beskrivningar av Brochu & Merriman, 2002; Ward
& Wilkinson, 2006; Gross, Zimmerman & Buchholz, 2006)
En annan del från interpretationslitteraturen vi tagit med i vår metod är hur ett tema bör formuleras.
Temat bör som Ham (1992) beskrivit kunna uttalas i en kort mening, vara intressant formulerat, bara
innehålla en idé, avslöja huvudsyftet och vara specifikt. Vi har även använt oss av Brochu och
Merrimans (2002) uppmaning att varje tema inte bör ha fler än fem underteman samt Ward och
Wilkinsons (2006) uppmaning att en guidad vandring inte bör inneha fler än tio hållpunkter. Utifrån

detta har vi i vår metod angivit att varje vandringsleds primärtema inte bör ha fler än fem till sju
underteman.
Mossberg och Nissen Johansen (2006) beskriver att en upplevelse kan tematiseras genom att en
berättelse appliceras på upplevelsen. På så sätt menar de att helhetsupplevelsen stärks och det
skapas en röd tråd genom alla olika delar av upplevelsen. I andra delen av vår metod har vi därför
valt att utgå från Roos (2010) modell som beskriver strukturen för en berättelse applicerad på en
upplevelseprodukt. Denna har vi sedan omarbetat så att den tydligare visualiserar storytelling som
en process. Vi har valt ut några av de yttre aspekterna som Roos tar upp i sin modell; målgrupp,
trender, omvärld och konkurrenter samt platsens historia. Vi anser att dessa aspekter är de mest
relevanta att analysera i just ledutveckling. Vi har också kompletterat med teorier från traditionell
storytelling; berättelsens beståndsdelar, berättelsens frågeställningar och den dramaturgiska kurvan.
Detta för att få med hur en berättelse kan byggas upp. Till sist har vi även lagt till exempel på hur en
berättelse kan gestaltas.

Figur
3
Processen
för
att
förstärka
ett
tema
genom
en
berättelse
(egen modell med utgångspunkt i Roos Struktur för en story i en upplevelseprodukt, 2010)
Enligt Pine och Gilmore (1999) bör en upplevelse byggas efter en dramaturgisk struktur. Del tre av
vår metod visar därför också på hur en delsträcka kan byggas efter en dramaturgisk kurva där tid
motsvarar sträcka. Vi har använt de olika hållpunkterna i den traditionella dramaturgiska kurvan och
analyserat hur dessa hållpunkter skulle kunna appliceras på en vandringsleds delsträcka. Vi har även
lagt på tre av de grundregler som tas upp inom interpretation; provocera (provoke), relatera
(relatera) och avslöja (reveal). Dessa används med fördel i alla olika delar av vandringen men vi såg
att det gick att koppla grundreglerna till olika skeenden i den dramaturgiska kurvan och därmed
också delsträckan. Att provocera har vi identifierat som ett lämpligt sätt att presentera en konflikt,
relatera blir extra viktigt för att få gästen att fördjupa sig och känna sig delaktig i konflikten och att
avslöja budskapet sker framförallt i slutet, under den dramaturgiska kurvans konfliktupplösning.
Gross et al (2006) förklarar att det som engagerar en besökare på en vandringled och gör
vandringsleden framgångsrik är mystik, variation och harmoni/estetik (beauty). Dessa aspekter har vi
därför lagt till i metoden. Precis som Mossberg (2003) beskriver att en upplevelse har en början och

ett slut har även en delsträcka en början och ett slut. I vår metod har vi därför tydliggjort entré och
utgång för att detta inte ska glömmas bort i uppbyggnaden av delsträckan. För att metoden ska
komma till sin rätt krävs att delsträckan har en tydlig sträckning med en uttalad början och slut. Det
vill säga att gästen måste gå från ”rätt håll” för att få den mest meningsfulla upplevelsen. Denna del
av metoden går givetvis också att använda på en kortare, hel vandringsled, den är inte specifik för
just
en
delsträcka.

Figur 4 Strukturering av en delsträcka (egen modell)
För att göra alla tre delar av metoden praktiskt användbara har metoden kompletterats med
formulär som guidar ledutvecklaren genom processen.
Diskussion
Syftet med vår studie har varit att ta fram en generell metod för kommersiell ledutveckling baserad
på de upplevelseproduktionsbaserade verktygen interpretation och storytelling och exemplifiera
metoden på Bondeleden. Utifrån detta syfte anser vi att vi lyckats med vårt resultat då den metod vi
tagit fram är generell och baseras på verktygen interpretation och storytelling. Vi anser att metoden
är generell då den inte är knuten till Bondeleden utan går att använda på vilken vandringsled som
helst. Metoden går också att anpassa till vandringsleder med eller utan delsträckor. Huruvida
metoden skulle kunna bidra positivt till ledutveckling är i dagsläget svårt att avgöra då metoden inte
testats empiriskt. I vår exemplifiering har vi dock själva upplevt att metoden underlättar de processer
metoden är avsedd för.
I ett större perspektiv hoppas vi att metoden skulle kunna bidra till att Sverige tar ett steg framåt
inom vandringsturism. Genom att engagera gästen med hjälp av verktygen interpretation och
storytelling kan vandring bli mer spännande och lättillgängligt. Även de som inte är vandrings‐,
landsbygds‐, kultur‐ eller naturintresserade kan komma att lockas till leden.
Som förslag till fortsatt forskning har vi sett att metoden bör testas empiriskt. Aspekter som i sådana
fall kan studeras är exempelvis betalningsvilja hos gästen, graden av meningsfullhet i upplevelsen
eller hur användarvänlig metoden är ur producentens perspektiv.
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A Sweet Tooth for Innovation ‐ A Case Study of Upstream Collaboration at
Leaf
Författare: Lina Bengtsson & Anna Walberg
Background and Issue of Study
“Innovation is now the primary driver of growth, prosperity and quality of life”
Carlson and Wilmot, 2006
In order to keep up with the rapidly changing business landscape, where product life cycles and time
to market seem shortened by the minute and consumers wish to fulfil needs they did not even know
existed, innovation has become an essential ingredient in any organisation’s recipe towards bringing
new value to the market. Therefore, innovation is, and most certainly will remain, an inevitable
subject on a company’s strategic agenda in its strive for long‐term success and future growth.
Though a lot has been said about managing innovations questions remain on how to give rise to
successful innovations in an industry that seems to have reached the limit of how innovative it can
be.
The global confectionary industry is facing a stagnating consumption of sweets why the ability to stay
competitive is crucial. Perhaps even more important is to beat the competition in order to increase
the company’s share on what many argue is a soon to be declining market. What is obvious is that in
order to bring value to the market companies must offer new and exciting products that attract both
new customers and existing ones. Therefore, companies within the confectionary industry clearly
must shift their focus towards radical ideas rather than those incrementally ones usually seen. Given
the fact that consumers strive for new experiences it is simply not enough to develop a new flavour
of a product or repackage or change the design of it to meet what the consumer truly desires.
In order for radical ideas to evolve that in turn might result in innovative product concepts, a
company must take a broader approach on innovation and open up the commonly closed innovation
process. (Chesbrough, 2003) The logic behind this open approach to innovation is that innovation
cannot be developed in isolation thus it requires knowledge and resources to flow freely in and out
of organisations in order to find those particular grains of gold, that is, ideas that can be develop into
truly successful innovations. Though companies have begun to exploit this insight by further
addressing the early phases of the innovation process, often referred to as front end of innovation
which is better at handling the conversion of external and often fuzzy and undefined ideas into real
product concepts (Koen, Ajamian, Boyce, Clamen, Fisher & Fountoulakis, 2002), the fact remains that
focus is primarily on innovation activities downstream, that is, towards a company´s customers.
What has been seen to a lesser extent is that of companies turning their innovation activities
upstream in the value chain, presumably to its suppliers. (Deschamps, 2009)
Though one might assume that consumers have the best insights in what products might address
their unmet needs, they seldom have the knowledge of how to develop such innovations. Given this,
the confectionary industry is of certain interest to study as most manufacturing companies have
outsourced their complete production and development of raw material and ingredients to their
suppliers. This means that suppliers presumably possess the most valuable competencies and
expertise on what can be made within confectionary, why this input should be of great interest for
their manufacturing customers to get hold of. This input is possibly of even greater importance in an
industry where companies yearn for innovative ideas, from which they can develop recipes and
products that can meet present and future consumer needs and by that get a bigger share of the
confectionary market.

Given the above reasoning, there are several incentives for both buyers and suppliers to establish
some sort of collaboration through which they, together, can generate radical ideas that result in
innovative products, that in turn enhances their respective position on the market. However,
smudging the boundaries between organisations by allowing information, knowledge and resources
to flow freely put certain demands on the collaboration, especially when it comes to those evolving
around innovation and product development activities as they are often associated with high risk and
uncertainty. Consequently, this raises questions about factors necessary for an upstream
collaboration to evolve and to function well, and in particular, what is needed for such
interorganisational collaboration to create innovations that truly bring new value to market.
Though a lot has been said about the importance of managing innovations and, in the same context,
to open up the innovation process towards actors outside the firm boundaries, there exists a
somewhat predominance in both theory and in practise in terms of downstreaming such innovation
activities compared to upstreaming the same. More research was therefore considered needed in
order to shine further light on the subject, in terms of contributing factors to successful innovation in
an upstream collaboration.
As discussed, the recent focus and recognition of the importance of innovation has resulted in
endless literature handling the matter. However, this literature does not care for theories concerning
alliances, especially strategic such, why this thesis has focused on the theoretical gap in the
understanding of how the theories of strategic alliances, open innovation and front end of innovation
fit together. Contact points between the theories were therefore studied and used in order to shine
additional light on the purpose of this thesis.
Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to improve the understanding of the innovation process in the front end
with a particular focus on upstream collaboration. The aim is to analyse how such interorganisational
collaborations can foster successful innovations, resulting in the development of a framework that
supports those particular findings.
Theory
The theoretical foundation of this thesis is based on theories covering front end of innovation, open
innovation and strategic alliances. These theories and their common contact points were used to
form a theoretical framework (table 1).
Traditional theories on innovation as well as more recent ones emphasise the ability to innovate as
crucial for a company’s future success and possibilities to gain competitive advantages. However, as
theories concerning the front end of innovation and open innovation imply, there is a need for a
different and more iterative approach on innovation opposed to former and more structured
processes. (Davila et al., 2006, Koen et al., 2002, Chesbrough, 2003) Nowadays, companies have
started to realise that innovation cannot evolve from work in complete isolation. Instead, companies
must open up their innovation process by allowing ideas, knowledge and resources to flow freely, in
and out of the organisation. (Chesbrough, 2003) Those companies have simply understood the
importance of acquiring valuable information outside their traditional borders, resulting in greater
possibilities to become truly innovative, and by that, increase their chances to create and bring new
value to the market. (Carlson & Wilmot, 2006)
As every innovation starts off with an idea, the initial focus in the innovation process should be on
generating ideas that, when conceptualised, fill existing or future gaps in the market. One way of
handling this is by focusing on the front end of innovation (FEI), an iterative process that precedes

the more structured New Product Development process. (Koen et al., 2002) Though FEI is, and most
certainly will remain, somewhat chaotic and complex compared to traditional models of Stage‐Gate
and Waterfall, efforts have been made to organise it in order to make it less fuzzy and more
comprehensible for one to undertake. (Khurana & Rosenthal, 1998) In that sense, the New Concept
Development model describes a number of key components, which, both individually and in relation
to each other, affects the non‐linear process of the front end. Those components are divided into
three categories: (1) factors influencing the process internally, (2) activities in the front end and (3)
surrounding factors influencing the process externally. When comparing these categories, activities
in FEI are clearly the most important elements in the model. Those activities include opportunity
identification, opportunity analysis, idea genesis, idea selection and concept & technology
development. (Koen et al., 2002)
In order for a company to identify opportunities in terms of market gaps and generate ideas that can
fill these gaps, which is a good foundation to build innovations on, the company must look outside its
own four walls. That is, ideas that might lead to innovations and competitive advantages do not
necessarily evolve within a company thus valuable ideas can emerge outside the firm boundaries as
well. In that sense, certain attention needs to be drawn towards radical ideas as those ideas often
represent groundbreaking such, on which true innovations can evolve. (Davila et al. 2006) However,
it does not matter whether an idea is radical or incremental, the chances of spotting one are still
better if screening both internally and externally. In this manner, open innovation holds external
ideas as important as internal ones. As described, the logic behind open innovation is to utilise those
opportunities to innovate that may arise from collaborations, downstream as well as upstream such.
(Chesbrough, 2003) This notion is further supported by research showing that competitive
advantages are created and fostered through collaborations, horizontal or vertical, between
companies rather than from individual efforts. Those advantages are usually a result of new ideas,
spreading of risk and speed and leverage in the innovation process. (Davis, 2006) To summarise, the
outcome that comes from collaborating is greater than the sum of the outcome from each company
working separately.
There are probably as many ways of collaborating, as there are incentives to do so. However, a
decision was taken to focus this study on a collaboration form named strategic alliances thus a major
incentive for establishing such is that of improving a company’s ability to innovate. In fact, it has
been proven that innovation more often comes from strategic collaborations and more rarely from a
company’s individual efforts. (Barney, 1997, Mowery et al. 1996; Forrest & Martin 1992; Håkansson
et al., 1993) Though there are several other reasons for building a strategic alliance, every one is
directly related to the synergies, competitive advantages and value that is created when companies
work together rather than apart. (Barney, 1997)
Given the reasoning above, the link between strategic alliances and its underlying theory of
transaction costs economics becomes clear, as there exist incentives to establish a strategic alliance
whenever the transactions associated with this alternative are more efficient, thereby resulting in
lower transaction costs, than those costs of using the market mechanism or the alternative of
integrated hierarchical company. However, the decision of institutional form is also highly dependant
on human and environmental factors, such as opportunism, bounded rationality,
uncertainty/complexity and small numbers. (Williamson, 1975) Continuing with the second
underlying theory of strategic alliances, the resource‐based view, this theory focuses on the
company’s core competencies and its ability to develop them. A company should acquire resources
externally if those in‐house are not connected to the company’s core competencies. By that, and
similar to the reasoning on transaction costs, a strategic alliance is a good alternative if the alliance
supports the companies with tangible and intangible assets in a more efficient manner than the
market or the alternative of a company owning or producing them itself is able to. (Das & Teng,
2000) In that sense, the theory emphasises a company’s absorptive capacity, as it enhances the basis

for strategic alliance, namely to utilise the advantages of sharing across company borders, which
would not be possible if acting in isolation. (Barney, 1997)
Moving on, an alliance is defined as a strategic one only if the motive behind the relationship is
supported by the companies’ respective business strategy and overall objectives. (Bengtsson et al.,
1998) In that sense, there is a rather obvious need for compatible strategies between the companies
involved. However, those companies must not share the same strategies, goals or even strive for the
same advantages, as there are different forms of strategic alliances besides a symmetric one.
Furthermore, strategic alliances can be divided with regards to those investments needed. By that,
there are three broad categories of strategic alliances: (1) nonequity alliances, (2) equity alliances
and (3) joint venture. Where the two latter categories include equity positions in the other company,
nonequity alliances are only managed through various forms of contract. (Barney, 1997) Though an
alliance is governed through contracts and agreements, which reduces the risk of opportunistic
behaviour for example, there are additional factors, both tangible and intangible such, to take into
consideration when entering a strategic alliance. Upon this, there are several, even more complex
dimensions, to bear in mind when establishing a strategic alliance for innovation purposes. These
dimensions are summarised in the theoretical framework that follows, which aims to describe what
the theories of study suggests as factors affecting successful upstream collaboration in the early
innovation process.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework of this study is built upon traditional theories on innovation as well as
more recent ones, such as front end of innovation and open innovation, combined with theories on
strategic alliances. Given the issue of study, the theories were screened with regards to factors and
activities that gave some sort of indication on how to realise innovations in a company, both in a
more general perspective and through different forms of collaborations, as the more recent theory
suggests. Though several factors were found, not every one of them implied how to create successful
innovations and at the same time create a successful alliance. In that sense, the theoretical
framework takes a holistic approach on innovation and interorganisational collaboration as it is
based on synergies between the different theoretical approaches.
The theoretical framework consists of a number of identified factors categorised in three parts
Necessities, Relationship Structuring and Innovation Facilitation with regards to level of influence.
The level of influence refers to in what stage of the process, that of innovating in an upstream
collaboration, the factors have the most influence to affect the relationship.
Table 1. Theoretical Framework
Necessities

Relationship



Contracts and governance



Strategic purpose




Formalised process for
supplier selection
Low transaction costs




Clarity of targets
Risk spreading



Communication

Koen et al, 2002; Davila et al, 2006;
Barney, 1997; Mowery et al, 1996;
Das & Teng, 2000
Bengtsson et al, 1998; Davila et al,
2006
Barney, 1997; Davila et al, 2006;
Davis, 2006
Wiliamson, 1975; Ouchi, 1980; Das &
Teng, 2000
Davila et al, 2006; Inkpen, 1998
Håkansson et al, 1993; Barney 1997;
Powell, 1996
Ragatz et al, 1997; Clegg et al, 2003

Structuring

Innovation
Facilitation



Understanding and
transparency
Commitment




Power distribution
Cultural alignment




Absorptive capacity
Resource and knowledge fit



Information sharing



Synergies and cross‐
fertilisation
Focus on core competencies
and activities
Trust building









Long‐term relationship
Supportive internal
structure
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Methodology
An exploratory case study has been conducted on Leaf, where observations of the innovation process
were made through participation in the Front End Innovation project “New starches – New textures”,
together with interviews with the departments of innovation and procurement as well as with
suppliers. Being a result of a supplier involvement in the idea phase, the observed project was
considered to be of great interest for this study, with the purpose to increase the understanding of
how to best manage supplier participation in the innovation process. The thesis has been carried out
in an abductive approach where application of a theoretical framework derived from theories
regarding front end of innovation, open innovation and strategic alliances resulted in the refined
License to Ally Framework.
The License to Ally Framework
The License to Ally Framework (The L.A. Framework,
figure 1) reflects the findings from the study at Leaf
and illustrates how a company can facilitate the
cooperation with suppliers in order to develop
successful innovations. The framework is built upon
three dimensions, Availability, Cognitive Abilities and
Cultural Abilities. Availability is described with regards

Figure 1. The L.A. Framework

to the aspects of openness and proximity where the extent of these aspects, individually or
combined, affects how smoothly the collaboration will turn out. The factors included in the
dimension of availability are contract management, communication, power balance, risk sharing,
supplier selection, low transaction costs, trust and long‐term relationship. The starting point for
cognitive abilities is that each partner possesses over knowledge, resources and information that
indeed are valuable when separated, however, even more valuable when merged through
collaboration. In order to utilise this value both partners must hold certain cognitive abilities directly
linked to core competencies, resource and knowledge fit, synergies and cross‐fertilisation,
information sharing and comprehension. The third dimension includes factors that are directly
connected to the respective partners way of organising themselves in order to create the best
conditions from which an upstream collaboration with innovation purpose can grow. By that, the
cultural abilities involve internal structure, commitment, culture fit, innovation purpose and value‐
adding activities.
Conclusions
This thesis has resulted in The License to Ally Framework, which can be used as a guiding model for
companies when entering strategic collaborations in the upstream with the purpose to nurture
innovation. The L.A. Framework shows how knowledge and capabilities can be made available and
transferred between the parties in a relationship. The three dimensions Availability, Cognitive
Abilities and Cultural Abilities constitute the framework and each dimension includes factors and
activities contributing to successful innovation. In addition to the three dimensions three capacity
abilities have been incorporated in the model and are to be seen as facilitators to collaboration.
The main lesson when it comes to the front end of innovation, is how one of the main benefits with
supplier cooperation lies within radical innovations. At the same time, the confectionary industry is
characterised by an environment where the potential for radical innovations in the upstream is
limited. This may seem contradictory, but even further stresses the need for effective collaboration
since it is in this integration that true innovation potential lies.
Moreover, a main conclusion that has come out of this study is how the intangible factor of intuition
plays a major role in collaborations where added value to a great extent is determined by personal
relationships.
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Introduction
China’s fast growing economy and low labor cost is a competitive advantage. This has led to that
many firms relocate their production or other functions of the firm to China. The establishing of
production in China gives the firm a chance of expanding overseas (Kosdrosky, 2003). Many
Westerners believe there is no such thing as Chinese innovation, but Chinese practice “copy and
improve” which is on the borderline between innovation and piracy (Nie, 2011).
Many companies are dependent on improving the existing business and in some cases also to create
new products and services to survive the increased competition. New innovations are important for
the whole economy since it enhances the competitiveness among the firms and also the firm’s
performance (Gopalakrishnan & Damanpour, 1997). Scholars have defined innovation as; the
outcome of a new idea, product, method, or device. Innovations can also be applied to
environmental change and change of the organization. In the high‐technology sector in China the
differences are significant. Almost all the firms in the high‐technology industry are located in eastern
China and eastern China exports 98 % of China’s all high‐technology. Eastern China has access to the
coast and is rich on resources and has emerged to the leading region of economic growth (Zhang et
al., 2012).
A major problem for Swedish firm is to understand the differences in the innovation process in
different countries. Since many Swedish firms want to move their activities to China it is crucial for
the firm’s success to know these differences (Teknikföretagen, 2010). According to Orr and Roth
(2012) Chinese workers are not given the freedom and autonomy to be independent and can
therefore not create new innovations.
The purpose of this qualitative study of nine high‐tech Swedish subsidiaries is to explore the
innovation process in a Chinese context. To achieve the purpose of this study we need to answer our
research question:
•

What do senior managers in Swedish firms consider are the differences in the innovation
process between China and Sweden?

Literature Review
Innovations are important for a firm to achieve a competitive advantage over the competitors. There
are many definitions of innovations, but the common denominator of all these definitions are that
innovation increases the firm value, new methods are used, and it includes renewal of products,
services, and markets. Innovation is the whole process together with the outcome and not just the
outcome. The activities in the process of generating innovations are varying and a firm can have
various approaches to the innovation process (Crossan & Apaydin, 2010).
Managers need to understand where innovations come from, and it is an important element for
firms to increase their innovative capability. The search for new innovations is often a combination of
integrating knowledge from different parts throughout the organization, but also to work with actors
outside the firm. Those actors can be customers, consultants, suppliers, and universities. In order to
do this, it requires managerial capabilities to create relationships were the actors trust each other
(Powell et al., 1996).

The innovation process is usually referred to as the process from idea generation to
commercialization. There are many practices and activities that create new sources of innovations.
Due to the fast changing market and new technology firms try to come up with new ideas and
innovations. The process of generating new ideas and innovations in an organization is complicated
and not easy to apply. A firm must evaluate which ideas that can be successful and which ones to
reject (Bernstein & Singh, 2008). There are many activities within the innovation process, some of
these activities differ among firms. There are firms that have fewer activities in their innovation
process and that is one reason why these firms have a faster innovation process (Buijs, 2008). Many
high‐tech firms try to speed up the innovation process, and a consequence of this are that these
firms undertake the research and development efforts that are needed (Wang et al., 2010).
There are many definitions on what an innovation process is, one definition is “An innovation process
is as much a journey as a destination, the more we know about this journey the more rewarding it is
likely to be” (Dodgson et al., 2008, p. 54). The innovation process helps firms to use their resources
to take advantage of market opportunities. There have been numbers of different approaches that
try to explain the innovation process, some of these approaches have been explained through
categorizing different generations of thinking (Dodgson et al., 2008; Rothwell, 1992). Rothwell (1992)
have divided the innovation process into five different generations.

Figure 1: First generation of innovation process. (Rothwell, 1994)
The fifth generation model can be seen as a non‐linear model/interactive model, which stresses that
system of different entities are important such as: R&D activities, structural links, tacit knowledge,
interactive learning, tacit knowledge, the cultural context, social processes, regional and national
innovation systems, and customer and supplier relations (Lundvall, 1992). The interactive model also
says that different types of knowledge and the links among them are important, it also means that
interactive learning is the key in the process. The learning process is of great importance for
innovation activities and economic growth in a company. Companies are today more affected by
customers and suppliers than they were before. To understand the interactive innovation process is
often a complicated task. Therefore, many prefer the linear model of innovation process because it is
less complex than the interactive model. The innovation process is extremely important for
companies since it can determine the company’s economic growth, but also improve their
competitive position on the market (Johannessen, 2009).
Moreover, human capital is important for the high‐tech firms to be innovative, increased human
capital allows the employees to improve their skills and exchange knowledge between each other (Li
et al. 2006). Due to labor shortage employee turnover has become a problem in many Asian
countries. The organizational commitment is the most important factor when it comes to keep the
employees in the company (Khatri & Fern, 2001). Most of the technological innovations in China are
developed in house and that require knowledge within the firm. Another common way to develop
technology is collaborative R&D, it requires knowledge and is shared with partners (Ren et al., 2010).
Trust is a factor that affects collaboration, in China people are scared of knowledge transfer and that
should benefit the other part, thus the relationship to build trust is important in the Chinese
innovation system (Chang & Shih, 2004). Control of employees characterizes the Chinese firms, but
control has different impacts of the innovations and should be evaluated before, if it motivates the
Chinese employees or not. In the high‐tech sector there non‐material incentives motivates the
employees are control of the process common (Li et al. 2006). What are different in China are the
drivers of innovations. In China is the market power the driver of new technological innovations. This
means that the customer demand is the power for a firm to be innovative (Ren et al., 2010)

Methodology
We have used a grounded theory method (Glaser & Strauss, 2006) this method has helped us to
analyze the data simultaneously to the collection (Bryman & Bell, 2007). The availability of previous
research was limited and therefore we chose the grounded theory method. We have done a multiple
case study at nine different companies, what these different companies have in common is that they
are in the same business (high‐tech industry), but not competing with each other. All the studied
firms are major Swedish multinational companies. We decided to use the grounded theory method
since we had a few ideas about the innovation process in China and wanted to explore these
phenomena. We aimed of discovering something new and contribute with new research that can be
useful for companies that want to learn more about the innovation process in a Chinese context.
We interviewed both Chinese and Swedish senior managers in China. The selected managers had
experience from both Sweden and China, therefore we don’t need a reference group. We believe
this limitation will enhance the credibility of the paper.
We were able to conduct interviews at nine high‐tech firms in China. The firms needed to meet our
criterion, they are all high‐tech firms with businesses in China. The firms we selected was not
randomly picked, we picked firms that we thought had interesting business in China. We tried to
include more firms in the study, but not all of them were interested to be a part of the study. Table 1
shows a description of all the firms included in our study.
Company
Alpha
Beta
Gamma

Description of Company
Operating in the automobile industry
Operating in the food industry
A producer of machines for the construction industry

Delta

IT company offering complex security solutions

Epsilon

A manufacturer of solenoids and ignition systems for small engine applications

Zeta

Developing and producing personal care products

Eta
Theta
Iota

Producer of parts and solutions for industries
Producer of vehicles
Focus on solutions for liquids and equipment

Table 1: Participated firms and company description.
Grounded theory can be seen as a very complex iterative process and the first step in the research
was to create generative questions to guide the research (Bryman & Bell, 2007). The next step for
this paper was to search for data (Glaser & Strauss, 2006) and then search and link them to
theoretical concepts (Bryman & Bell, 2007). We have according to Dey (1999) systematically
collected data and analyzed it simultaneously throughout the research. This has helped us determine
what data we should collect and what we should focus on. This is a time‐consuming process, and in
the beginning it often feels as there are no focus, after collecting data the researcher starts to create
more focus (Bryman & Bell, 2007). We started the analysis by using open coding method there we
identified relevant concepts from the data. We used first order coding (Van Maanen, 1979). After
that, we used axial coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to find relationship among the categories in order
to put them together to higher‐order themes. This was done in order to link the different
phenomenon we derived from the data with theory. Figure 2 shows the data structure and the
general process. The figure shows how the concepts emerged from the data, from representative

quotations to perceived differences. The representative quotations and 1st order categories that are
shown in the figure is the ones that we thought are the most characteristic for each 2nd order theme.

Figure 2: Data structure and coding of data.
Conclusions
Throughout the study we discovered six characteristics that make the innovation process different in
China than in Sweden. In general, Swedish subsidiaries work with an iterative stage‐gate model for
their innovation processes, while their Chinese competitors focus more on commercialization of
products and have an innovation process that is more linear. In China, Swedish subsidiaries focus
more on development than research. The Chinese market is changing fast and the overall pace in the
innovation process is faster. At the Swedish subsidiaries there are mainly Chinese employees and this
has implications for how the activities are performed. There are less discussions and feedback among
the employees, which is a factor why the process in China goes faster. It is also common for Swedish
subsidiaries to deal with a high employee turnover. The research also discovered due to the higher
pace there are more trial and error and Chinese employees are more willing to take risk when they
work in group.

The innovation process in China is faster since most firms take shortcuts by skipping phases or
operate phases in parallel. However it is unclear how much faster the innovation process is in China,
but we can clearly state that the process is faster. We have seen clear evidence among the studied
firms that more development is done in China and not much research since this phase in the
innovation process is done in more mature or home markets. Moreover, the first order results
indicate that Swedish subsidiaries take two different approaches in China. Most firms have brought
their Swedish/Western way of working and uses same processes and standards in China as they do in
other markets where they operate. Other firms have tried to adapt more to the Chinese way of
working, however which approach that works best is still unclear and it is not clarified if Swedish
subsidiaries should work more or less as their Chinese competitors in China.

Figure 3: Model of the finding, perceived differences.
Our model (Figure 3) shows the perceived differences of senior managers of Swedish firms in China.
All these factors differ from the companies’ innovation process in Sweden. Emerging from data and
literature, these five factors seem to be of particular importance for Swedish companies with
innovation activities in China. The line of reasoning here is that firms, by being aware of these
factors, may take appropriate actions; either to overcome problems, or to utilize opportunities that
may follow with the differences.
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